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Visual Streamline FAQ 

How do I record payment of US Supplier Invoices by Visa in Canadian funds? 

 

 
 

 

Visa supplier must be same currency 
as the PO supplier. Can set up with 
match method of none. 

PO supplier is setup with a 
pay to supplier for Visa.  
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This is a stock receipts GL posting for the US PO supplier. 

 

It posts exchange at the current rate for US currency in the system, which was  10%.   

This is my AP Invoice posting for the US Supplier AP Invoice matched 
to the above receipt.  It also uses the current system US Exchange rate. 
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You can’t have a pay to account assigned to a vendor that has a different currency.  So if you set up a Visa Account 
in AP that is specifically used for the purpose of recording payments for the US suppliers that are paid by Visa then 
you can look up the cheque with the Transaction Inquiry for that Visa Supplier and trace them back. 

 

This is the Disbursement register for the payment the, cheque was to the Visa 
Supplier set up as the pay to on the PO supplier.  It is recorded as a manual cheque 
and is not really submitted to Visa, it is just to indicate on the supplier account that 
the invoice was paid by VISA, you might want to even include visa as part of the 
Manual cheque number.   
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Since the Visa supplier we used is also US currency you will then have to do a GL entry to move the payment from 
the US bank to the Canadian bank or to a Visa Payable holding account until you actually pay Visa for it and you will 
have to adjust for the actual exchange paid in this entry. 

 

For example in the case above if you paid 112.00 CDN for the US $100.   

 

Your GL entry would be: 

 

Canadian Visa Payable for US Suppliers    112.00 

US Bank     100.00 

US exchange bank      10.00 

US exchange gain/loss        2.00 

 

Then when you actually do pay Visa with a cheque in Canadian funds you would offset the debit to this account.  So 
the entry would be. 

 

Canadian Bank     112.00 

Canadian Visa Payable for US Suppliers    112.00 

   

 

 

In AP Supplier browse click on PO Supplier and the A/P History button and 
you can see the cheque numbers.  For now, if you start assigning cheque 
numbers that relate to the pay to supplier you can then see they were paid 
by, a different supplier.  You can then park on that supplier and use the 
Transaction Inquiry, see example below.   I will request a column is added 
here to indication the pay to supplier also. 
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This will allow you to trace back to what was paid on that particular PO that you paid to to visa.  Please review and 
test and see if this will work for you. 

 

 

I’m now on the pay to supplier. I  can choose to look up by 
cheque #, or Date of Cheque and click the Search button, see next 
screen below.  You have to be on the PO supplier to use the 
Selection Criteria of Invoice # or Purchase Order #. 

You will see all invoices paid on that cheque or date from the Selection Criteria 
picked above.  You can then drill on the invoice# in the Ref# column and it will 
bring up the invoice screen where you can then drill into the match button info and 
see the P.O’.s receipts it was matched to. 


